
US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo Supports
Regime-Change Violence in Iran
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US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo threw his support behind the protesters and said that
the US stands with them. However, the US State Department has imposed heavy economic
sanctions against Iran that are hurting the Iranian people.

US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo Boasted,
“I Was CIA Director – We Lied, We Cheated,
We Stole”
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As long as people fail to see a difference between their country and their leaders, as
long as they think that men become saints and heroes merely by being elected or
appointed to public office, we shall have to endure widespread approval of comments like
this.

National Security Advisor John Bolton Could
Be Steering Trump into War with Iran
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It is clear that the Deep State is working to bring the US into military confrontation
with Iran. Never mind the people who voted for Trump because he said he would “stop the
endless wars.”

After UN Court Rules in Favor of Lifting
Sanctions on Iran, Pompeo Terminates Amity
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Pompeo referenced gunfire on the US consulate in Iraq, saying that the Ayatollah
supports attacks on the United States, and that “Iran is the origin of the current
threat to Americans in Iraq.” Meanwhile, Syria received delivery of Russian S-300 anti-
air defense missiles this week.

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo Pledges US to
Fight for Israel after Bombs Kill Iranians
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Airstrikes in northern Syria killed at least 26 people, many of them Iranian soldiers
who back Syria. The bombing registered at 2.6 on the Richter scale for earthquakes.
Russia and Syria are blaming Israel for the attack. Israel has entered Syria’s borders
to attack it without provocation, both recently and historically. The bombing took place
after new Secretary of State Mike Pompeo met with Netanyahu for several hours. Pompeo
pledged the US to fight for Israel.
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Replaced with CIA Director Mike Pompeo
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Secretary of State Rex Tillerson was fired by President Trump and will be replaced by
CIA Director Mike Pompeo. Pompeo is hawkish toward Iran and Russia and is friendly to
the globalist agenda which now dominates the Trump administration. All others have been
purged.
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